
Sunday morning in Cape Town...sunny and leaves everywhere.  Our street is lined with mature Oaks and they shed 

their leaves with some abandon. 

 

The countdown clock is ticking on the World Cup and everyone is hoping...including Jacob Zuma...that the criminals will 

take a break for 4 weeks and leave everyone in peace.  We’re always in peace in Newlands...but not everyone’s so 

lucky to live in a nice suburb. 

 

I’ve had a parcel of books detained at Joburg airport by customs.  I’ve had to use a freight forwarding agent to get 48 of 

my Great Negotiators books cleared.  It’s a real bind and it’ll be the last time I use the Post Office to move stuff from the 

UK.  At least the courier companies do this stuff for you and it’s then door-to-door. 

 

Regular readers will know that sport is never far away in my mind and this week it’s just heaven.  Millwall are at 

Wembley next weekend to try to get promotion...what a shame I can’t be there...and yesterday the Stormers got to the 

final of the Super 14 and England are the T20 World Champions.  It doesn’t get too much better than that. 

 

Business continues to move.  I’ve changed accountants in the last couple of weeks and we’re trying to unravel some of 

the issues of the last couple of years.  If you’re an SDI person you should know that my last accountant was Blue...the 

new one looks like he’s Red/Green which is just what I want.  The firm was recommended by a friend and Cape Town is 

full of these networks.  Once you’re Recommendable Quality people pass your name on and business should flourish. 

 

Enjoy your week with three tips as usual...with the SDI tip on www.sdisouthafrica.com 
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This week we used, read, visited, played with... 

I could be a rich man if I’d videoed the guys who fixed my roof this week.  They got there...but it was a 

performance to say the least. 

I’m looking to get the loft converted and I’m looking for quotes.  It’s very convenient to live next door to 

an Estate Agent.  They know everybody.  I’m also looking for a wood burning stove.  June and July can 

be chillingly cold and damp round here and a few logs on the fire would be a nice touch.  Again...I’ve had 

a recommendation. 

My MWeb internet connection has good issues...it’s much faster than SA Domain...but poor issues...it 

goes down very predictably at 8.30 each morning for 20 minutes and at 7.30 in the evening.  I guess 

they’ve got capacity issues at peak times. 

(05-21) 09:53 PDT CINCINNATI (AP) -- 
 
An Ohio woman with a $3,000 legal debt from nearly 30 years ago has avoided prison, thanks to strangers who paid it 
off. 
A recent story about the plight of 61-year-old Dorothy Rembert, who has seven grandchildren, moved Gene Ellington of 
Cincinnati so much that he handed over more than $2,000. Last week, another man, Scott Seeman, gave her $1,000 to 
help. 
 
Rembert was applying recently for Social Security benefits when government employees found she had an outstanding 
probation violation from a 1981 welfare theft conviction. 
 
She had been placed on five years' probation and ordered to repay $3,700. She paid $695 and says she erroneously 
believed her husband, who is deceased, had paid the rest. 
 
So she was faced with a possible 1 1/2-year prison sentence when Ellington, 57, decided to intervene. 
 
"The system failed," said Ellington, a consulting business owner and former social worker, of the unpaid debt that had 
previously been ignored. "There are times that you have to meet people at their need. It was just the right thing to do." 
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Who do you know 
 
On my desk I’ve got a business card from a builder, electrician, locksmith, computer engineer and 
garden landscaper.  They were people recommended by friends and neighbours. 
 
I’ve just changed my accountant to a person who was recommended to me and I’ve passed on 
the good word about my car dealer...and the bad word about another car dealer.  I think Virgin is 
a great airline and I wouldn’t fly BA if you bribed me. 
 
I’m a ragbag of prejudices and opinions but I will pass on good news about suppliers when I can 
and I don’t hesitate to rubbish people who give me bad service. 
 
The learning point is clear here.  People know people and it becomes a free sales force if you get 
it right. 
 
Anyone know a good interior designer? 
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Long view, short view 
 
It’s really interesting to watch the negotiations between the cabin crew and the management 
at British Airways. 
 
The crew are trying to protect the terms and conditions of their salaries and are prepared to 
strike to do that.  In the meantime BA loses $500 million plus. 
 
It’s perfectly OK to take a short term perspective...sellers always know that you don’t get to 
the long term unless you survive the short term...but if you never look over the horizon and 
examine the long term consequences of your deal then you could be in for a shock. 
 
I did a deal a long time ago that bankrupted a company and it cost me a lot of time, money 
and aggravation.  I was too focused on the short term quick win. 
 
I believe that BA could readily fail as an airline in the long term if they don’t reduce their cost 
base but clearly the union doesn’t believe this. 
 
How ironic would it be if in protecting their short term pay and conditions the union ensured 
the long term decline of the company. 
 
N.B.  I have a lot of BA and ex BA staffers in the readership of this newsletter and I’d be 
interested to see if they share my analysis. 


